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ABSTRACT

These days, utilization of camera as an inspection tool has been expanded. The flexible function of camera is adequate to obtain different kind of information. In Cawley (2001) review on NDT that was presented in 2001, Radiography, Ultrasonic, Eddy Current, Magnetic Particle, and Penetrant Testing were the top five techniques dominating the NDT market yet Visual Inspection is the most widely applied. Even though the popularity of visual inspection is higher compared to other NDT method, but due to the reliability issues it is often used together with other methods. This research work is focusing on developing a robust corrosion inspection system based on vision sensor that is able to accurately detect and classify corrosion based on the appearance features. By installing at an early stage, inspection system would be able to gather data and at the same time identify and analyse the collected data. Through the results, the analysed data is able to classify the corrosion type based on appearance. From the research work, the method of using image enhancement filters to improve accuracy of vision corrosion inspection system is identified. The detection of each macroscopic surface corrosion types; galvanic; crevice; erosion; pitting and exfoliation using vision inspection able to achieve 79% accuracy using the simulated dataset. The new method of corrosion inspection operation which able to generate prevention plan has qualified the Vision Corrosion Inspection System to be used during preliminary inspection. It is expected that the Vision Corrosion Inspection System can improve vision inspection as the pioneer in NDT method for corrosion inspection. In addition, framework of the developed Vision Corrosion Inspection system is applicable for other applications of vision inspection whereby it can be applied for other inspection process or extending its application to other problems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

An inspection is an organized detailed examination or evaluation exercise. An inspection activity involves the measurements, tests, and gauges applied to certain characteristics in regard to an object or activity (Chaturvedi, 2008). The results are compared to specified requirements or standards for determining whether the item or activity is in line with these targets. Corrosion inspection and monitoring are key activities in ensuring asset integrity and control of corrosion. Field information and the outcomes of research laboratory evaluations should be slanted to obtain up-to-date corrosion information. Corrosion inspection and monitoring includes assessment of (Davis, 2000):

- In-line systems cover installation of devices directly into the process.
- On-line monitoring includes deployment of corrosion monitoring directly
- Off-line monitoring is achieved through the use of NDT techniques

The costs of corrosion vary considerably from industry to industry. One of the industries that is highly impacted by corrosion is oil and gas industry. This is because, steel pipeline use to transfer medium oil and gas between places. However, steel pipe can corrode in service and may suffer degradation from defects. Therefore, the first step in any corrosion prevention program is to identify and quantify the present of corrosion (Davis, 2000).
In May 2013, in the City of Calgary, a deteriorated Bar Wrapped Pipe (BWP) due to corrosion was detected by Pure Technology during scheduled inspection (Pure Technology, 2013). Due to the pipe useful life is nearing the end, the pipe section was replaced. However, by replacing BWP earlier then its end life, the cost compare to the usage has increased. This can be avoided by using adequate inspection system that is able to detect earlier and suggest the prevention method to prolonged the pipe useful life. Another case of early detection occurrence is in 2012 when Tucson Water (2012) went into emergency mode when several wire breaks occurred in a short period of time on one of its 96-inch PCCP water transmission mains which indicates there was a high risk of failure. Tucson Water was able to react quickly to the wire breaks by reducing the pressure in the pipe and diverting the water from another main to serve its customers, subsequently preventing a failure. This is the second time it happens, with the first occurrence in 1999. After the first occurrence, Tucson Water has developed a pipeline management program inclusive of electromagnetic (EM) assessment (Groysman, 2009) and Acoustic Fibre Optic (AFO) monitoring (Maalej et al., 2004). Even if a catastrophe is avoided, should the system able to detect and at the same time suggest a solution, an emergency situation can be avoided.

There is a lot of different experiments and analysis methods used to identify corrosion damage for inspection and monitoring purposes. One of the methods is mechanical measurements by calculating weight loss, chemical analysis, and visual inspections. Corrosion occurs in several widely differing forms. Classification is usually based on one of three factors (Liang et al., 2010):

- **Nature of corrode**- Corrosion can be classified as “wet” or “dry”.
- **Mechanism of corrosion**- Involves electrochemical or direct chemical reactions.
- **Appearance of the corroded metal**- Either uniform (metal corrodes at the same rate over the entire surface, or localized which only small areas are affected).
Through using visual as corrosion inspections, the corrosion level identification requires an expert who can clearly determine the corrosion based on experience as well as types of corrosion, with red rust as a common experience. Usually, the corrosion process produces rough surfaces, and image analysis based on textural features can be used for quantification and discrimination of corrosion extent and type (Livens et al., 1996), (Pidaparti et al., 2013). Additional to textural features, colour progressions of metallic surfaces are also used for the detection of corrosion because of different metal oxides and other corrosion products (Medeiros et al., 2010).

With the abilities to classify corrosion based on the appearance of the corroded metal, this research work proposes a new approach on corrosion detection by using vision system as corrosion is either uniform and the metal corrodes at the same rate over the entire surface, or localized, in which case only small areas are affected. The detection of the corrosion “areas” is detected by means of visual sensor, using camera or video that is able to determine and analyse the sensed areas.

The proposed visual inspection system is to be implemented in a monitoring stage. During the monitoring, the visual inspection system would be able to gather data and at the same time process and analyse the collected data. With the results, the analysed data are able to be used to classify the corrosion type and also determine the actions to be taken.

Corrosion detection method using vision for a pipeline inspection system is able to improve current corrosion detection and reduce overall time for inspection. By using the images as the inspection data, the analogue signal loss due to the communication interference can be eliminated, as the image data are able to recover required features based on other features. Furthermore, the system is able to adapt to the unrefined environment, thus, making the proposed system robust and useful for other detection applications.